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One cannot have superior science and inferior morals. The
combination is unstable and self-destroying.
- Arthur C Clarke
St.Clair’s Guidance:
Planet Earth is a Cosmic Mind School.
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With a contribution by ZenSu: E-Con-omics ‘World
Trade’ FOR DUmMiES – summarizing the basics of
human economic exchange (trade) and economic
activity restricted in 3D physical space by the laws of
TIME (as physical structured movement).
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Closer to The Stars
– via Noesis –

Someone asked me simply
"St.Clair. How do you know things?" Question is HOW!
Instinctual knowing and logical linear thought and analysis combined,
or where thought is being used appropriately. Usually humans use the
instrument called "thought" to turn in circles in their heads.
You use a pen to sign your name. You use a computer to type. THOUGHT
is an instrument. Most people need to learn what it is best useful for.
My line of work is in the realm of Noesis. This is originally a Greek word
referring to "perception of the mind", or what the mind does and
perceives, and everything around this activity. Noetic is then an
adjective flowing from the noun. Greek: "Nous".
NOETiC approach of seeing situations, events, data etc., leads me to see
things differently than most do.. Or, imagine you have genetics
combined of similar types like Mr. Spock and Capt. Kirk. Not either, or
only -- but a bit of both. Or, think of me as a half human and half from
the cat people / cats need no words to understand your intention. Cats
cooperate with something akin to telepathy. Few humans can catch it.
Noetic is for instance a small part of REAL astrology when intelligently
superimposed on situations etc. Often I see NOESiS in observing TIME
space situations. Or what happens in a place at a certain time, and
everything similar around same time. Noetic, poetic, prophetic, etc. It
becomes then a bit of everything.
"Nous (British: /ˈnaʊs/;[1] US: /ˈnuːs/), sometimes equated to intellect
or intelligence, is a philosophical term for the faculty of the human mind
which is described in classical philosophy as necessary for
understanding what is true or real.
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In short, I don't really see the problem.
I see the solution. We are the solution.
Many thanks for your time, please now it is your turn.

Your thoughts???

– Michael St.Clair
29 March 2015
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